Reeent mnnoehromator development has more and more filled the energy gap· between the VUV and x-ray regions (~10-1500 eV). This progress, on the other .hand, imposes seve~e requirements on the beamline optics: the use of wigglers and undulators requires mirrors which can withstand high power loads and short wavelengths impose the need for supersmooth mirrors since the integral scattering is proportional to ~-2 or ~- 4 [1,21 depending on the average lateral size of the roughness. To accomplish these requirements, there is an increasing need for mirror test facilities to get more experiences on surface scattering and optical and thermal properties of state of the art optical elements. Many surface inspection methods have already been applied to laser mirrors, space telescope mirrors etc.
(3] but it is a well-known fact that each method has its limits of spatial ft"equency bandwidth [4 1,, so that it is desirable to have direct information about the scattering properties of mirrors·irradiated with soft x-rays. This has up to now been done only for a few specific samples and with low angular resolution (5 J. With our VUV-reflectometer .at HASYLAB/DESY in Hamburg (6 J ~ which was built for precision measurements of optical properties of solids, we are able to perform angle-resolved stray light measurements in the enec-gy range 20 -1000 eV. The reflectometer can in _·principle be set up in s and p polarization although up to now it was used only in the s mode of incident light while the detector can measure in and out of the reflection plane. The whole experimental setup used here is shown in figure 1 (side-view) including a monochromator, which since has been replaced by new plane grating monochromator (7) extending the energy range to the above mentioned values.
In this paper we report first measurements of the specular and diffusely reflected soft x-rays from slightly rough plane mirrors (rms-roughness a~15-40l).
The theoretical analysis using scaiar and v~ctor scattering theoC'ies [8, 9) will be· presented elsewhere [10). Low normal incidence -.3-reflectivity at short wavelengths and the low level of scattered light intensity forced us to perform the stray light measurements at incidence angles 9 1 > 65°
whereas hard x-ray scattering has to be done at even more grazing incidence.
This fact, together with the short wavelengths makes soft x-ray scattering compared to visible and hard x-ray scattering especially sensitive to short '• lateral surface structures of about 300 to 50001 as can be estimated from the • grating equation. Considering the surface as a grating we also learn that structures with short lateral periodicity scatter far apart ft•om the specular direction resulting in a broad scattering distribution whereas large, wavy structures yield stray light near the spe~ular reflected intensity.
To investigate these properties of stray ligh& and to learn about the influence of different roughnesses we prepared two different types of samples: In this first investigation all measurements were carried out in the plane of incidence only using s-polarized light from the storage ring DORIS. _ Looking at the non specularly scattered light distribution, i.e. the diffuse background, we ean distinsuish two basic types of curves: narrow, concave-shaped ones ( a), d), ~)) and broad, convex-shaped ones ( b), e) ) . Rega_rding again
the surface as a grating, this experimental result confirms that the scattering from the thick films arises from spatial structures, which are shorter than those of the polished samples. An interesting feature associated with this is that the contrast, i.e. the-ratio specular/diffuse intensity near e 2 ::e 1 , is mueh better for sample b) (1000A Au on smooth glass) than for d) and e), in spite of having nearly the same ~-value. This again indicates that the roughness resulting from the Au films themselves has more short wave components than that of the polished surfaces, in other words, it has a smaller "autocorrelation length".
Moreover, there are some characteristic changes in the symmetry of the scattering distribution for different angles of incidence e 1 and wavelengths "A. which have to be explained by detailed theory [e.g. 8,9]. For example at "A. = 1001, ~1 = 70° there is always a more or less pronounced shoulder on the right branch. This may be attributed to the influence of the reflectivity of the sample material near the critical angle, but we don't understand the differences concerning this shoulder in the curves of the different samples in detail.
To elucidate this influence of the optical ?Coperties of the sample material we compare in figure 5 scattering distributions of the gold-coated, polished . samples d) and e) with the corresponding distributions of the uncoated and also polished glass substrates (at "A.= 1001). First, considering the overall shape of the curves, it can be concluded that the 5001 Au coating seems to reproduce the substrate roughness quite welL Additionally, there occur characteristic distortions of the symmetry of the branches on covering with Au: the left branch is raised while the right branch is lowered. Indeed, according to vector scattering theory {9], the scattering curves for a sample with R=1 have to be multiplied by an "optical factor" Q=Q(e 2 ) which behaves as a function of quite similar to the behavior of the Fresnel reflectivity as a function of 9 1 . This factor has to be applied in order to get the scattering distribution for a sample with ~1.
In summarizing, we state that soft x-ray surface scattering proves to be a valuable method for surface characterization. The rms-roughness can be deduced ~ within the bandwidth limits -characteristic of this wavelength range. With some more experience quantitative information will be gained about the lateral structure of the surfaces.
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